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College. Napa Valley College operates an integrated program and services model to maximize 
and simplify students’ opportunities for success.  This mission is aligned with the college’s 
commitment to student success, equitable practices and exemplary student support services. 

 
2. Assessment of Program’s Recent Contributions to Institutional Mission: 

Student success/creativity/adaptability- DSPS exists primarily for the success of our students 
with disabilities. Many of our students access material, services and supports, and counseling 
through our department. We have continued to evolve during the campus shut down, including 
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Provide a copy of this report to DSPS, Adaptive Physical Education and Testing Center Staff for review. 
Additionally, this report will be submitted to the current Acting President/Superintendent for review 
and feedback.  
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RPIE Analysis:  This section describes the demographics among DSPS students over the past three years
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o Students 19 or less (population share 7.1% lower than share among NVC credit students) 

Females, African Americans/Blacks, Whites, Students 20 to 24, and Students 55 and older claimed a 
significantly higher proportion of the population share among DSPS students compared to the 
population of NVC credit students.  (Statistically significant differences are denoted in bold italics in the 
table above.) 
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 Retention Rate 
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Program Reflection: 

This important data set is crucial as we move forward with providing Educational Plans for DSPS students 
needing college level math and English courses. From the implementation of AB 705, there has been a 
significant amount of skepticism about how eliminating foundation level courses would impact students 
with disabilities. As one might imagine, the consensus among community college disability support programs 
was that AB705 would negatively impact students with disabilities. This data has proven otherwise, at Napa 
Valley College. While we are not sure if the students taking these courses were first year students, we can 
see that students are persisting, and passing these classes as an impressive rate. This data will give our DSPS 
Counselors more information when advising students, specifically for MATH 232 with support. The Math 
Department has reported that MATH 232 with support is a significant workload, and students are not more 
successful in Math 232 with support, and therefore recommended the preparatory course be taken 
electively prior to taking the Math 232 stand-alone course.  
Conversely, the completion rate of ENGL 120 without support, as well as Math 106 without support, shows 
that we should be advising students to take the support courses, when suggested by placement and 
Counselors’ interpretation of a student’s high school transcript and interactive process.  

 
 
H. Transfer Rate of Students in Program 
 

Cohort Size of Cohort Number of Transfers Rate of Transfer 

2015-2016 Cohort 1,093 320 29.3% 

2016-2017 Cohort 1,002 295 29.4% 

2017-2018 Cohort 926 
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IV. PROGRAM PLAN 
 
Based on the information included in this document, the program is described as being in a state of:   
     

  Viability 

 Stability 
 Growth 

 
*Please select ONE of the above. 
 
This evaluation of the state of the program is supported by the following parts of this report: 
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needed PPE/barriers w/ 
Facilities.  

that time, 
reevaluate and 
plan. 

 
Describe the current state of program resources relative to the plan outlined above.  (Resources include:   
personnel, technology, equipment, facilities, operating budget, training, and library/learning materials.)  Identify 
any anticipated resource needs (beyond the current levels) necessary to implement the plan outlined above.   
 
Note:  Resources to support program plans are allocated through the annual planning and budget process (not 
the program review process).  The information included in this report will be used as a starting point, to inform 
the development of plans and resource requests submitted by the program over the next three years.  
 
Description of Current Program Resources Relative to Plan:  
 

All department/program initiatives are achievable with the current staffing and resources available. 
The program would benefit from a full time Learning Disabilities Specialist, which would also help our 
goal to improve student success in ENGL 18. The DSPS budget would accommodate a fulltime 
Learning Disability Specialist, but the department would likely need to wait until full in person services 
resume.  
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V.  PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS 
 

A. Recent Improvements  

 Temporary Learning Disability accommodations provided by DSPS Counselor/LD Specialist in lieu of 
in person LD assessment. This gives the DSPS department the ability to serve students with 
potential Learning Disabilities, while maintaining safety for students and staff. 

 Technology has been provided to the Adaptive Physical Education Program that will allow for 
hybrid/online instruction in the event of another shut down, and increase documentation 
capabilities for in person classes. 
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Feedback and Follow-up Form 
 
Completed by Supervising Administrator:  

Oscar De Haro 

 
Date: 

2/1/22 

 
Strengths and successes of the program, as evidenced by analysis of data, outcomes assessment, and 
curriculum: 

The DSPS Program has offered successful summer Counseling classes for incoming DSPS students 

 
Areas of concern, if any: 

One concern is the decrease in students served by DSPS, since the pandemic hit NVC. Increased (remote) 
outreach services to local schools and programs that serve DSPS-eligible students has assisted with making 


